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Video Consumer Mapping Study

Additional Data Mining

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Council for Research Excellence (CRE) is an independent research group created and funded by the Nielsen Company and comprised of senior-level industry researchers representing advertisers, agencies, broadcast networks, cable, syndicators, local stations, and industry associations. The CRE is dedicated to advancing the knowledge and practice of audience measurement methodology.The Video Consumer Mapping Study is a pioneering study conducted on behalf of the Council for Research Excellence (CRE) by Ball State University's Center for MediaDesign (CMD) and Sequent Partners that dispels several popular notions about video media use.  Results of the $3.5 million year-long Video Consumer Mapping (VCM) study, in which participants were directly observed throughout the day by CMD researchers, were released to the media industry in March 2009 by representatives of the CRE, Nielsen, Ball State and the analytical firm Sequent.Using handheld smart keyboards equipped with a custom media collector program developed by Ball State, the observers recorded — in 10-second increments — consumer exposure to all forms of media, including visual content presented on any of four categories of screens: traditional television (including live TV as well as DVD/VCR and DVR playback); computer (including Web use, e-mail, instant messaging and stored or streaming video); mobile devices such as a Blackberry or iPhone (including Web use, text messaging and mobile video); and "all other screens" (including display screens in out-of-home environments, in-cinema and other messaging , even GPS navigation units).All told, the VCM study generated data covering more than three-quarters of a million minutes or a total of 952 observed days. This is the largest and most extensive observational study of media usage ever conducted.The Council for Research Excellence (CRE) took a closer look at the Video Consumer Mapping Study to explore whether the data would reveal additional insights on consumers’ media use that would be relevant to the industry. Today we bring you these new insights.
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The question asked by many: 

“What do viewers do
during commercials?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One insight we want to show you today addresses a particularly important issue:  Do viewers pay attention during  commercial breaks?
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Nielsen data has documented most viewers do not change 

channels during commercial breaks.

Using observational research, the “Video Consumer Mapping 

Study” (VCM) study explored to what extent viewers do or do 

not pay attention during programs and ad/promotion breaks. 

The findings from this study are enlightening and to some, 

might be somewhat surprising. 

Source: The “Video Consumer Mapping Study” observed 376 adults 18+, in two 
phases, during 2008. All data reported is based on live viewing only.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, many viewers claim to change the channel when commercials come on.  Nielsen ratings have documented that most viewers watching live programming do not change channels during commercial breaks.  Nielsen data, however, do not tell us to what extent  viewers are in the room and are paying attention during commercials. This study answers that question because viewers were observed while they were watching television. As the Video Consumer Mapping Study is the first large-scale observational study of media behavior, it is able to reveal new insights on this issue.
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2 minutes 46 seconds26.3 pods

TV advertising and program promotions daily reach 
85% of all adults and total 73 minutes of viewing. 

Average length of ad/promo pods viewed# of Ads/promo pods viewed DAILY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting the stage for this analysis … we see that live TV advertising and program promotions are seen by 85% of adults for an average of 73 minutes per day.That is the result of seeing 26 ad breaks (pods) per day for an average of 2 minutes and 46 seconds each.These data are based on direct observation and establish for the first time that viewers are in fact in the room being exposed to commercials for what many would call an amazing amount of time each day.
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The amount of channel switching and/or room changing during 
ad/promo pods and during programming is very similar

4 Minute Periods: Prior to onset of commercial/promo pod,  beginning with onset of commercial/promo pods and the next 4 
minutes following the commercial/promo pod

Note: Viewers in the room when someone else changes channels/channel surfs is counted as having changed channels.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This chart compares activities during commercial breaks with activities during the program.  It shows channel switching and room changes before a commercial break, during the break, and after the break.As you can see, the differences are small. In other words: the amount of channel switching and room changes during program minutes is very similar to the amount during commercial break minutes. Though the data show channel switching and movement from room to room – these activities do not appear to be primarily to avoid commercials as is often assumed.
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Activity Two Minutes Prior 
to Onset of a Commercial Break

Media only
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Meal preparation
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Care of another
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Organizations
1%

Religion
1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study measured many activities besides television. This allows us another way of looking at viewer behavior during commercial breaks: Comparing activities two minutes prior to the onset of commercial pods …..as shown here………..
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Activity Two Minutes After 
the Onset of a Commercial Break
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Presentation Notes
………………with the first two minutes of the break.
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Very few viewers change their activities during commercials 

Preceding … Following onset …

Share of TV viewers’ activities the two minutes preceding and following the onset of a commercial pod

Concurrent activities during viewing of Programming and Ad/Promo pods are strikingly similar. 
Behavior does not change for most viewers at the onset of Ad/Promo pods. 
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Presentation Notes
………..By comparing activities two minutes prior to the onset of commercial pods vs. the first two minutes of the break, we see much the same array of activities during the break as preceding it.Roughly 45% of all media use is accompanied by other activities (multi-tasking).  However, the data show that most viewers, most of the time, continue the activities during the break that they were doing before the break, and therefore are exposed to the commercials.  In sum, consistent with Nielsen metrics, this study finds that when watching live TV relatively few viewers change the channel when commercials come on. In addition, the study provides the first reliable information on what people do while watching TV programs and during commercial breaks. And the data show there is more exposure and attention to commercials than most people assume.
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